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Abstract

Lidar backscatter and wind retrievals of the planetary boundary layer height (PBLH) are assimilated into forecasts from the

NASA Unified - Weather and Research Forecast (NU-WRF) model during the Plains Elevated Convection Convection at Night

(PECAN) campaign on July 11, 2015 in Greensburg, Kansas, using error statistics collected from the model profiles to compute

the necessary covariance matrices. Assimilation of the observed PBLH was found to improve the temperature, water vapor and

velocity profiles relative to independent sonde profiles in the late afternoon, while little improvement was seen during the night

and early morning. The computed forecast error covariances between the PBLH and state variables were found to rise in the

late afternoon, leading to the larger improvements at this time.
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Key Points:10

• An ensemble based data assimilation system has been developed to determine co-11
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Abstract17

Lidar backscatter and wind retrievals of the planetary boundary layer height (PBLH)18

are assimilated into forecasts from the NASA Unified - Weather and Research Forecast19

(NU-WRF) model during the Plains Elevated Convection Convection at Night (PECAN)20

campaign on July 11, 2015 in Greensburg, Kansas, using error statistics collected from21

the model profiles to compute the necessary covariance matrices. Assimilation of the ob-22

served PBLH was found to improve the temperature, water vapor and velocity profiles23

relative to independent sonde profiles in the late afternoon, while little improvement was24

seen during the night and early morning. The computed forecast error covariances be-25

tween the PBLH and state variables were found to rise in the late afternoon, leading to26

the larger improvements at this time.27

1 Plain Language Summary28

Computer models of the Earth’s atmosphere have difficulty to accurately predict29

the height of the planetary boundary layer (PBL), which is the lowest layer of the at-30

mosphere and that which exchanges energy and moisture with the Earth’s surface. Ac-31

curate prediction of the PBL layer is essential to both numerical weather prediction (NWP)32

and pollution forecasting. PBL height (PBLH) observations are difficult to combine with33

these models because it is not a predictive variable, meaning that it doesn’t influence34

future atmospheric changes in the models. This paper presents a methodology to com-35

bine these measurements with the models through a statistical data assimilation approach36

that calculates the correlation between the PBLH and variables like temperature and37

moisture in the model. We show that the model estimates of these variables can be im-38

proved via this method, and this will enable increased model accuracy.39

2 Introduction40

The planetary boundary layer (PBL) plays an important role in both weather and41

climate. This layer is where the Earth’s surface interacts with the atmosphere, exchang-42

ing heat, moisture and pollutants. The PBL height (PBLH) is central to these interac-43

tions and is controlled by the energy flux from the surface. Under certain conditions dur-44

ing daytime it defines the convective boundary layer (CBL) and during nighttime it is45

the stable (non-convective) boundary layer (SBL). Trace gases and aerosols emitted from46

the surface are rapidly transported within this layer by turbulent atmospheric motion,47

and transfer of energy and mass into the free troposphere occurs across an interfacial layer48

at the top of the PBL. The PBLH is fundamental to weather, climate, atmospheric tur-49

bulence and pollution through its role in land-atmosphere interactions and mediation50

of Earth’s water and energy cycles (Santanello et al. 2018) and its impact on convection51

in the troposphere, which is generally initiated within the boundary layer and then pen-52

etrates the top (Hong and Pan, 1998; Browning, et al. 2007). Thus, accurate knowledge53

of the PBLH is essential for both weather and climate forecasting.54

The PBLH is defined by thermodynamic properties such as a temperature inver-55

sion or hydrolapse which can be measured by radiosonde. Alternatively the drop off in56

aerosol concentration that occurs across the top of the PBL is used, since aerosols are57

well mixed throughout the PBL (Hicks, et al., 2019). Atmospheric models rely on pa-58

rameterization schemes to define the structure of the PBL and compute PBLH. These59

are generally either local mixing schemes that use local turbulent kinetic energy (TKE,60

Janjic, 1994) or flux schemes (Hong and Pan, 1996). Generally, these PBL parameter-61

izations have systematically higher PBLH relative to observed values (Hegarty et al., 2018),62

and also have difficulties modeling the growth of the convective layer during the morn-63

ing. These varying and distinct definitions of PBLH across models and observations re-64
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main a challenge in terms of utilizing both for process understanding or model evalua-65

tion/development.66

Observations of PBLH are traditionally made by radiosonde measurements, which67

have high vertical resolution but are expensive to launch frequently and are thus lim-68

ited to special experiments and/or ill-timed launches (e.g. 00/12Z National Weather Ser-69

vice launches) with respect to the convective and stable PBL development. Likewise, space-70

borne measurements of the lower troposphere from passive and active instruments (with71

the exception of Global Positioning System Radio Occultation (GPSRO), Ao, et al. 2008)72

are severely limited in vertical, spatial, and/or temporal resolution (Wulfmeyer et al. 2015).73

Ground based measurement of PBLH has been proposed for an extensive network of ceilome-74

ters by adding to the functionality of instruments that were designed for measuring cloud75

heights [Hicks et al., 2016]. The ceilometer measures the time required for a laser pulse76

to return to a receiver, from which the height of the scattering is determined. The in-77

tensity of the backscatter is correlated with the density of aerosols at a given height and78

the PBLH is inferred from the location of the maximum negative gradient of the backscat-79

ter intensity. Several algorithms employ wavelet transforms to identify the location of80

the negative gradient (e.g. Brooks, 2003; Knepp, et al., 2017), which relies on finding the81

wavelet dilation that is large enough to be distinct from noise and small-scale gradients82

in the backscatter profile. This existing network of ceilometers could be used to create83

a relatively dense network of frequent PBLH observations, as was recommended by the84

2009 study from the National Research Council (NRC, 2009) and the Thermodynamic85

Profiling Technologies Workshop (NCAR, 2012). Doppler lidar is a more complex type86

of lidar than a ceilometer, reporting aerosol-correlated backscatter like a ceilometer but87

also wind speed profiles. This allows incorporation of wind variance into PBLH measure-88

ment (e.g., Tucker et al. 2009). Wind variance is indicative of turbulent mixing such as89

that found in the convective PBLH.90

The question remaining is how to assimilate these observations into a numerical91

weather prediction (NWP) model? PBLH is a diagnostic variable in NWP parameter-92

ized physics models. This means any correction to PBLH will be lost during the model93

forecast unless the PBLH height observation is used to correct state variables such as94

temperature and moisture. This could be done either by creating an adjoint of the PBL95

parameterization scheme, or through the use of an ensemble Kalman filter which would96

determine the error covariances between PBLH and state variables in the model. The97

structure of the covariance, and how the state variables are changed by assimilating PBLH,98

will depend on which PBL scheme is used. We will show how such a system could work99

by conducting a posteriori lidar PBLH observation impact experiments using forecast100

fields from a NASA Unified - Weather and Research Forecast (NU-WRF, Lidard-Peters,101

2015) model run for one day during the Plains Elevated Convection at Night (PECAN)102

campaign on July 11, 2015. The assimilation is done on hourly WRF forecast fields through-103

out the day without cycling the analysis fields back into the model. In this paper, we104

demonstrate a new and promising method that uses the relative lidar-based aerosol backscat-105

ter and wind derived PBLH to correct model forecasted state variables.106

3 Methodology107

The assimilation methodology is based on the ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF)(Evensen,108

2009), where the analysis state is the estimate with the minimum estimated errors, rel-109

ative to the given error statistics. It differs from the EnKF in that the analysis is not110

used as an initial state for the next model forecast. Rather, two existing one day NU-111

WRF forecasts, with different PBL physics schemes, are used when lidar measurements112

are available at a single location. And as a proxy for an ensemble of forecasts, we use113

profiles from neighboring model gridpoints to obtain and estimate of error statistics. This114

approach will only allow for the construction of the vertical component of covariance,115

but this is the component that we need in order to understand how PBLH can be used116
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to correct atmospheric profiles through the use of profile and PBLH statistics. We use117

profiles from the entire 220 × 220 model grid (and thus an ensemble of 48,400) which118

includes profiles far from the analysis location. An ensemble Kalman filter would likely119

give different covariance information, but the basic relationship between the state vari-120

able profiles and the PBLH are determined by the model in the same manner here. This121

approach is similar to Ensemble Optimal Interpolation (EnOI), developed for ocean data122

assimilation (Oke, et al., 2010).123

The two NU-WRF simulations use the Mellor–Yamada–Janjic (MYJ)[Mellor and124

Yamada, 1974, 1982; Janjic, 2002] and Mellor-Yamada-Nakanishi-Niino level 2.5 (MYNN)125

[Nakanishi and Niino, 2009] which are local 1.5 and 2.5 order turbulence closure schemes126

respectively. The NU-WRF forecast state variables are temperature (T), moisture (Q)127

and velocity (U,V), and we define the forecast vector xf = [T f Qf Uf V f (PBLH)f ],128

where we have combined PBLH with the state variables to enable the covariance calcu-129

lation between them.130

The forecast error covariance, Pf is defined as131

Pf =
〈
(xf − xt)(xf − xt)T

〉
(1)

where the summation is over the grid points i = 1, Nlon, j = 1, Nlat and xt is the (un-132

known) true state, on the discrete model grid. We only assimilate the observation yo =133

PBLH = H (xf ) where H is the non-linear observation operator. The analysis equa-134

tion is135

xa = xf + K(yo − H (xf )) (2)

where the gain matrix, K is defined by:136

K = PfHT (HPfHT + (σo)2)−1, (3)

σo is the observation error standard deviation supplied with the lidar retrievals, and H137

is the linearized observation operator for PBLH. Because the PBLH is related to the state138

variables via the two PBL physics schemes, determining H would require linearizing the139

PBL physics at every analysis time. Instead of this approach, we use the ensemble of pro-140

files from the forecast field locations xf and the boundary layer heights PBLHf to ob-141

tain the ensemble estimates:142

PfHT ≈
〈
(xf − µx

f ) (H (xf − µx
f ))T

〉
(4)

and143

HPfHT ≈
〈
H (xf − µx

f ) (H (xf − µx
f ))T

〉
(5)

where µx
f is the mean forecast state of the ensemble of profiles.144

We expect the correlation between the airmass within the PBL and the free tro-145

posphere to drop away rapidly, because of limited intereactions between them. We found146

that this can cause errors in the analysis profiles if error covariance and PBLH is allowed147

to continue into the troposphere. To reduce these errors we have added an exponential148

decay starting at the model level closest to the PBLH (kPBLH) to define a vertical lo-149

calization factor:150

Cloc = exp

[
−α(

k − kPBLH

kPBLH
)2
]

(6)

where k is the model level and α is an experimentally determined factor. This ensures151

that the covariance between the PBLH and the state variables becomes small within a152

couple of model levels into the free troposphere.153

This system is solved each time that lidar profile observations are available, and154

the resulting analysis fields are compared to sonde profiles when the latter are also avail-155

able. We focus on the impact of the assimilation on the state variables T, Q, U and V156

rather than the PBLH because only the state variables would be retained by a forecast.157
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4 Results158

The NU-WRF simulations, taken from existing forecast runs used for the PECAN159

campaign (Santanello et al., 2019) are initialized using a National Center for Environ-160

mental Prediction (NCEP) Global Forecast System (GFS) reanalysis interpolated to the161

domain 30-48N and 84-110 W, with 54 vertical levels. The two forecast runs were con-162

ducted using MYJ PBL physics (2-22 UTC) and MYNN (2-23 UTC) on July 11, 2015.163

Lidar PBLH observations were made every 25 minutes on that day in Greensburg, KS164

(37.6 N, 99.3 W), while balloon soundings were launched from that location 6 times as165

part of the Plains Elevated Convection At Night (PECAN; Gerts et al. 2017). Figure166

1 shows the PBLH during that day and derived from the two NU-WRF forecasts, lidar167

observations and soundings. We have determined the sounding PBLH using the parcel168

method, which defines the top as the height where the potential temperature first ex-169

ceeds the ground temperature. The lidar PBLH (black *, derived using the method re-170

ported in Bonin, 2018) closely matches the sonde estimates (green triangles) in the late171

evening to early morning (2-7 UTC), while it is somewhat lower in the afternoon. The172

two NU-WRF forecasts differ from the observations depending on the time of day. In173

the early morning and early afternoon the MYJ forecasts (red triangles) are slightly higher174

than the observations, then fall behind the rise seen in the lidar observations (there are175

no sonde measurements to compare to here) before rising much higher than the obser-176

vations in the late afternoon. The MYNN forecasts (blue squares) are lower than the ob-177

servations from early morning until early afternoon before rising higher (but not as high178

as MYJ).179

c
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Figure 1. PBLH vs UTC time for July 11, 2015 for lidar backscatter (black *), WRF model -

MYJ (red triangles), sonde observations using parcel method (green triangles) and WRF model -

MYNN (blue squares).

Since we are primarily interested in the impact of the assimilation on state vari-180

ables within the boundary layer, in Figure 2 we plot the RMS difference between the model181

and the independent (unassimilated) sonde profiles from the surface to roughly the top182

of the boundary layer (first 8 levels, or about 800 mb). So for the temperature forecast,183
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the RMS difference would be184

RMS(ta) =

[
1

8

8∑
i=1

(T f
i − T sonde

i )2

]1/2
(7)

where ta is the analysis time and ntop is the model level at the top of the PBL. Figure185

2 shows the RMS differences with the sonde profiles throughout the day for the forecasts186

(blue) and analyses (red) for potential temperature (a), water vapor mixing ratio (b) and187

the U (c) and V (d) components of velocity. The MYNN profiles are shown by solid lines188

while the MYJ profiles are dashed lines. During the night (2-9 UTC), the assimilation189

has very little impact on the potential temperature RMS differences in the early morn-190

ing (6 and 8 UTC), and the two forecasts have similar accuracy. By late afternoon (22191

and 23 UTC, note that the MYJ forecast stops at 22 UTC) the sonde comparisons show192

that the assimilation reduces RMS differences in the potential temperatures by nearly193

50% for MYNN and around 80% for MYJ. The water vapor mixing ratio (b) also has194

little impact from the assimilation until 22 UTC, and then the RMS difference for the195

MYJ analysis more than doubles whereas it decreases by roughly half for MYNN. The196

forecasts for the 2 schemes show about the same differences with the sonde moisture pro-197

files throughout the day. The U-velocity profiles (c) begin to show differences between198

the MYJ and MYNN by 8 UTC (3 a.m. local time) and the assimilation reduces the RMS199

differences with sonde profiles significantly by 22 UTC for both models. The V-velocity200

profiles (d) begin to differ between MYJ and MYNN for the forecasts at 8 UTC, and as-201

similation reduces the RMS differences with sondes in late afternoon by 10-20%.202

To better understand these comparisons with sonde profiles, we focus on the pro-203

file details at 22 UTC for each of the state variables for the MYJ model. Figure 3 shows204

the potential temperature (a), water vapor mixing ratio (b), u-velocity (zonal) (c) and205

v-velocity (meridional) (d) for the sonde (green), forecast (blue) and analysis (red). The206

assimilation of the lidar PBLH measurement is seen to reduce the temperature within207

the PBL, drawing it closer to the independent (unassimilated) sonde profile. Initial ex-208

periments without vertical covariance localization (not shown) found that the analysis209

profiles were changed substantially well into the troposphere, which increased the RMS210

differences with the sonde profiles there. With the addition of the vertical correlation211

the analysis profiles relax back to the forecast in the troposphere. The WV profile is shown212

to be increased by the assimilation (since WV and PBLH are negatively correlated and213

higher PBLH corresponds to lower WV levels in the PBL models), but the analysis over-214

shoots the sonde WV profile, hence causing the increase in the RMS difference in Fig-215

ure 2(b). Compared to temperature, WV is highly variable in time and space and it has216

been shown in the past that slanted balloon trajectories under estimate the WV present217

(Demoz et al 2006; Crook, 1996). The PBLH may be a macroscale observation that is218

forcing a correction to the WV flux and hence pointing out an issue in measurements.219

Future studies should look at the profile measurements of WV from lidars. The two com-220

ponents of velocity (c,d) are both drawn towards the sonde profiles, but by more mod-221

est amounts. These analysis profiles in show that, for this one analysis time, the assim-222

ilation is pushing the state variables in the proper direction. The reason for these cor-223

rections to the state variable profiles is that the error covariance between PBLH and each224

state variable, PfHT , can be computed from the ensemble of profiles that was collected225

from the model grid. The forecast PBLH for each profile was computed using the full226

PBL physics, and therefore contains the essential correlation information between these227

variables.228

We can understand why the assimilation did not result in any significant correc-229

tions to the state profiles until late afternoon by plotting the error covariance between230

PBLH and each of the state variables, seen in Figure 4 at different times during the day.231
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Figure 2. RMS difference from surface to top of PBL vs. time of forecast (blue) and analysis

(red) with sonde profiles for (a) potential temperature, (b) water vapor, (c) zonal velocity and

(d) meridional velocity. The solid lines are for the MYNN PBL model and the dashed lines are

for the MYJ PBL model.
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Figure 3. Profiles from sonde (green), forecast (blue) and analysis (red) for potential tem-

perature (a), water vapor mixing ratio (b), u-velocity (c) and v-velocity (d) at 22 UTC, July 11,

2015 in Greensburg, KS. The lidar measurement of the PBL height is given by the horizontal

black line. The model uses the MYJ physics for these profiles.
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The covariance with temperature (a) is always positive, and grows by a factor of 4 by232

late afternoon near the surface. The covariance with WV is mostly negative and grows233

by roughly a factor of 5, while the covariance with the two components of velocity os-234

cillate between positive and negative and shows less consistent growth. Thus, the most235

significant impact of assimilation to temperature and moisture occur in late afternoon236

while more limited velocity corrections are largely constrained by the correlations de-237

termined by the ensemble of model forecast states.238
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Figure 4. Covariance PfHT between PBLH and temperature (a), water vapor (b), U-velocity

(c) and V-velocity (d), at times 4, 8, 22 and 23 UTC, for PBL physics model MYHH.

5 Conclusions239

These offline data assimilation experiments indicate that assimilation ground based240

lidar backscatter and wind measurements of PBLH into a regional NWP model will likely241

lead to significant improvements within the PBL, particulary when this approach is ap-242

plied to an EnKF assimilation system with cycling. Using two NU-WRF forecasts over243

a period of one day with different PBL physics models, we show how the state variables,244

T, WV, U and V can be corrected using an an assimilation system with ensemble based245

error covariances. During the night and early morning the assimilation has little or no246
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impact on the state variables, but by late afternoon the temperature field is drawn closer247

to independent sonde measurements. The water vapor mixing ratio is over corrected in248

the direction of sonde data, and this could likely be tuned in an assimilation system. The249

assimilation corrected the two velocity components by smaller amounts, but still reduced250

differences with the sonde profiles. These corrections are the result of ensemble computed251

error covariances between the PBLH and the state variable profiles within the PBL. The252

results here indicate that this approach could be used in a forecast system in a way that253

that the PBLH observational information could be carried forward in time so as to im-254

prove the forecast accuracy within the PBL.255

This work is intended only to demonstrate a necessary first step in terms of how256

ensemble statistics can help to constrain profiles within the PBL by assimilating PBLH257

observations. A more complete demonstration of this approach will require the construc-258

tion of an EnKF, and run over many days with a variety of weather patterns, including259

significantly warmer(cooler) and wetter(drier) days. And the vertical localization em-260

ployed here will likely need to be further refined, to account for the variability of the PBL261

growth each day, and how the physical process of entrainment interacts with the free tro-262

posphere. A detailed work extending this paper with multiple cases is planned and will263

be the subject of an extended publication elsewhere.264
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